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About

 

 
Gracemade founder Jasmine Rennie is
no stranger to the world of fashion - which puts her in the
perfect position to impact it for the better. 
 
After discovering a love for fashion and business from a
young age, Jasmine decided to pursue a career in the
industry and upon graduating high school moved to Los
Angeles to attend the Fashion Institute of Design and
Merchandising.
 

 
Post-college, Jasmine landed a job with Los Angeles based fashion brand Joyrich and quickly worked her way
up to sales manager which allowed her to travel all over the world and work with top brands at fashion week
in Paris and New York.  
 
In 2014 Jasmine rededicated her life to her Christian faith, which completely transformed her perspective on
fashion, and it’s impact. She began to be personally convicted about the revealing way she had been dressing
which was rooted in a desire to feel accepted, valued, and loved. After having that encounter with Jesus, she
discovered that her true identity was rooted in Him, and she no longer had to dress provocatively to feel
worthy.
 
This life-changing experience inspired her to quit her secure job and start Gracemade. She wanted to create
a company that would be driven by her faith and provide forward, modest options
for women without compromising style. It was also important for her to incorporate an ethical business
model after witnessing the amount of waste that goes on in the fashion industry. 
 
Jasmine created Gracemade believing that the concept of dressing modestly and ethically was not just for
women of faith, but for all women who desire to send a positive message with what they wear.

Fast Facts:
 

Age: 28
Ethnicity: Panamanian American
Current Location: Los Angeles, CA

Gracemade Launch: 2016
Work History: Fashion Design Intern at
Stylestalker | Sales Manager at Joyrich Inc. |
Fashion/Home stylist at Amazon



“What is modesty?”Modesty is not a concept exclusively for Christians. As most of
you may know, many different religions practice it in some way; most of the time,
there’s some sort of guideline. From a Christian perspective, the Bible talks about
modesty, but does not go into detail as far as how long or short something should
be. This leaves a lot of it up to personal conviction from God – which is where things
can get a little tricky. At the end of the day, everything is judged by where it’s rooted,
because God looks at our heart and motives above all else.
 
For me, my personal conviction is that in the past I was dressing in a revealing way
because I craved attention from men, and was looking for validation and
acceptance in their eyes instead of in the eyes of Jesus. I didn’t know my worth and
thought that a man would complete me. I think this can be true for a lot of women,
the fact that we lead with our bodies to fill a void, instead of knowing who we are
and finding our confidence and fullness from Christ.
 
Society and the media shows us from a young age  that the girls who show more, or
come off as “sexy”, get the guy, get the attention, and have the “perfect” life. This is
where the concept of Gracemade was born – not from a religious or legalistic
obligation, but from a place of being fully loved and fully whole while still wanting to
express myself and help other women express themselves through fashion. I also
wanted to show that respecting our bodies and living for God doesn’t have to be
boring – we can still be exactly who He created us to be, and look great doing it. My
hope is that this brand and my story will inspire others to explore and discover the
beautiful God that gives us true freedom.
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